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Family group sheets and histories of Cabell and Wayne County, West Virginia families. Contents: Bk. 1. 
Descendants of Jesse Cyrus and Frances Smith -- Bk. 2. Descendants of Rev. John Newman -- Bk. 3. 
Descendants of Reuben Thacker 1765-1870 -- Bk. 4. Descendants of Alexander & Phoebe (Cyrus) Hazlett 
-- Bk. 5. Descendants of John and Elizabeth (Vaughan) Smith. 
 
Box 1 
 Folder 1    “Cyrus family of Cabell & Wayne countries W.Va. 
 Folder 2   Index to family group Records: Descendants of Thomas Cyrus 
 Folder 3   Descendancy Chart: Thomas Cyrus through 5 generations 
 Folder 4   Descendancy Chart: Thomas Cyrus through 10 generations 
 Folder 5    Descendancy Chart: Leroy Newman  
 Folder 6    Descendants of William R. Cyrus 
 Folder 7    Descendants of Smith Cyrus and Crecia Hazlett 
 Folder 8    Descendants of Abraham Cyrus and Sarah Blue 
 Folder 9    Descendants of Phoebe Cyrus and Alexander Hazlett 
 Folder 10    Descendants of Jesse Cyrus and Frances Smith 
 Folder 11    Family Group Record 4: St. Luke Thacker 
 Folder 12    Family Group Record 121- Andrew J. Cyrus 
 Folder 13    Family Group Record 126: Mathew Thacker 
 Folder 14    Family Group Record 133: William R. Cyrus & 1st wife 
 Folder 15    Family Group Record 254- William R. Cyrus & 2nd wife 
 Folder 16    Family Group Record 257: Thomas Cyrus 
 Folder 17    Family Group Records 259: Jese Cyrus 
 Folder 18    Family Group Record 260: Thomas Cyrus 
 Folder 19    Family Group Record 269: Charles Thacker 
 Folder 20    Family Group Record 272: Marion Peyton Newman 
 Folder 21    Family Group Record 273: Marshal Cyrus 
 Folder 22    Family Group Record 275: William H. Thacker 
 Folder 23    Family Group Record 281: Abraham Jr. Cyrus 
 Folder 24    Family Group Record 282: Smith Cyrus 
 Folder 25    Family Group Record 283: Enoch (Everett) Cyrus 
 Folder 26    Family Group Record 285: Preston H. Newman 
 Folder 27    Family Group Record 347: Greenville Newman 
 Folder 28    Family Group 505: Washington Owsley 
 Folder 29    Family Group Record 514: Henry Newman 
 Folder 30    Family Group Record 640: Jess Failer 
 Folder 31    Family Group Record 646: Jess Cyrus 
 Folder 32    Family Group Record 647: Joshua Cyrus 
 Folder 33    Family Group Record 649: William Franklin Cyrus 
 Folder 34    Family Group Record 653: William Cyrus 
 Folder 35    Family Group Record 654: Alexander Hazlett 
 Folder 36    Family Group Record 658: Jethro N. Cyrus 
 Folder 37    Family Group Record 659: Christopher Columbus Cyrus 
 Folder 38    Family Group Record 660: David Dayne 
 Folder 39    Family Group Record 677: Abraham Cyrus Jr. 
 Folder 40    Family Group Record 679: Samuel Smith 
 Folder 41    Family Group Record 682: William J. Smith 
 Folder 42    Family Group Record 685: Samuel Hatten Jr. 
 Folder 43    Family Group Record 691: Leonard R. Thacker 
 Folder 44    Family Group Record 692: Daniel Ward 
 Folder 45    Family Group Record 702: Abraham Cyrus 
 Folder 46    Family Group Record 703: James B. Cyrus 
 Folder 47    Family Group Record 704: Linza Cyrus 
 Folder 48    Family Group Record 705: Smith Cyrus 
 Folder 49    Family Group Record 706: Smith cyrus 
 Folder 50    Family Group Record 707: Henson Johnson 
 Folder 51    Family Group Record 708: Marshal Cyrus 
 Folder 52    Family Group Record 709: John Robinson 
 Folder 53    Family Group Record 710: John H. Canterbury 
 Folder 54    Family Group Record 711: James Kitts 
 Folder 55    Family Group Record 712: Montague Newman 
 Folder 56    Family Group Record 713: Daniel Davis 
 Folder 57    Family Group Record 714: Benjamin Davis Jr. 
 Folder 58    Family Group Record 715: George Washington Riggs 
 Folder 59    Family Group Record 716: Carnahan Cyrus 
 Folder 60    Family Group Record 753: Abraham Cyrus 
 Folder 61    Family Group Record 754: Roswell Cyrus 
 Folder 62    Family Group Record 1085: Francis Newman 
 Folder 63    Family Group Record 1087: Henderson Cyrus 
 Folder 64    Family Group Record 1110: Bartram 
 Folder 65    Family Group Record 1129: Enoch Cyrus 
 Folder 66    Family Group Record 1152: Shelby Cyrus 
 Folder 67    Family Group Record 1153: Milo Hatten 
 Folder 68    Family Group Record 1156: Bartram 
 Folder 69    Family Group Record 1163: Gerald R. Thacker 
 Folder 70    Family Group Record 1185: Alexander H. Smith 
 Folder 71    Family Group Record 1188: Anderville Newman  
 Folder 72    Family Group Record 1191: Jesse Cyrus 
 Folder 73    Family Group Record 1288: Lamert 
 Folder 74    Family Group Record 1289: Norman 
 Folder 75    family Group Record 1290: Magness 
 Folder 76    Family Group Record 1291: Joel Canterbury 
 Folder 77    Family Group Record 1292: Albert Cyrus 
 Folder 78    Family Group Record 1293: Elizabeth Cyrus 
 Folder 79    Family Group Record 1294: Emily Cyrus 
 Folder 80    Family Group Record 1295: Roswell Cyrus 
 Folder 81    Family Group Record 1296: Bernard B. Cyrus 
 Folder 82    Family Group Record 1302: Jethro N. Cyrus 
 Folder 83    Family Group Record 1311 Henry Staley 
Box 2 
    “Descendants of Alexander & Phoebe (Cyrus) Hazlett” 
    “Descendants of John and Elizabeth (Vaughan) Smith” 
    “Descendants of Reuben Thacker 1765-1870” 
    “Descendants of Rev. John Newman” 
    “Descendants of Jesse Cyrus and Frances Smith” 
